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are periodic, whatis the p riod?

1. cos(2nn +1t)

2. (·Wcos(5~n + f)
3. u(n)
4. u(n) + 1
5. 8(n) + u(n)
6. cos (.J21tIl)
7. u(n) + cos(21tn + n)

8. cos(2nn +1t) + 8(n - 1)
9. 2cos(2n-1t)

10. cos(tnu) + u(n)

EOCP 1.4

Use MATLAB to checkperiodicity for the signal in EOep 1.3.

EOCP 1.5
Find the powerin the following signals:

1. u(n) n ~ 0
2. u(n) n ~ 1

3. I8(n-m) n ~ 0
m=O

EOCP 1.6
Find the energyin each of the following signals for -5 ::;n ::;5:

1. 8(n)

2. cos(2nn)
3. u(n). 8(n)
4. 2u(n)cos(2nn)
5. u(n). u(-n)
6. n cos(21tn)

1. u(n) (.1)'
2. (.l)n cos(21t1l)
3. (.5)nn



OCP 1.7
onsider the following signals.

1. x(n) = u(n) + u(n - 1)
2. x(n) = nu(n)

3. x(n) = (.1)"cos(2nn + 1)

0~n~5

0~n~5

0~n~5

) Use MATLAB to sketch the even and the odd parts.
) Show that the energy in x(n) is the sum of the energy in its components,
e even and the odd parts.

:1 Are the signals bounded?

·sually the discrete signals we deal with in engineering, x(n), are obtained
.' taking samples from continuous signals x(t). Give five examples where

.:iscrete signals are naturally discrete.

1. x(t) = e-3tu(t)

2. x(t) = e-tcos(1000t)u(t)

_ Let us take samples from both signals every 2 sec. Find x(n) for both.
_ What is the time constant for the first signal?
- If 0 ~ n ~ 10, find the energy in x(n) for both signals.

fOCP 1.10
:.et y(n) = y(n -1) + u(n) with y(-l) = 1 for n ~ 0

1. Write down the samples for y(n).
Can you find a closed form equation for y(n)?

fOCP 1.11
:..ct y(-l) = 1 and consider the equation

- Find the samples for y(n) for n ~ O.
Find a mathematical closed form expression for y(n).


